
Candidate response for Task 1: 
…………..In the first graph we can see a steady growth of computer ownership between 2002 and 
2010, from less than 60% of the population in 2002 to 70% in 2010. Every year, since 2002 more and 
more people are owning computer. In the second document, the graph gives us the computer 
ownership according to the education level from 2002 to 2010. In 2002 only a bit more than 10 % of 
people without high school diploma owned a computer, whereas in 2010 it rises dramatically to 40%, it 
increased fourfold. Same situation for people with high school graduate, less than 40% of them owned 
a computer in 2002, in 2010 more than 60%. Computer ownership for people with college (incomplete) 
experience, bachelor’s degree and postgraduate qualification have seen their rate peaking to more 
than 80% in 2010, and yet it was far less high in 2002. What we can deduct in these documents is that 
since 2002, computers are more and more used, in all categories of students, even for people without 
high school diploma or high diploma. Finally the more you are graduated the more you are likely 
owning a computer, more than the overall rate of the population, and the less you are graduated, the 
less you are likely owning a computer, less than the overall rate of the population. 

 

Candidate essay for Task 2:  
Nowadays, people often judge a person more according to his social status and material possession, 
and less for his kindness, trust, honour… These values disappeared in the Middle Age, during that 
time people were judged more for their morale and ethics and less for their power or money owned. 
But nowadays, with capitalism and this “consumerism society” which is bribing us in being greed, we 
often judge people on their power, their rank in the society, how much money do they have. When 
somebody is succeeding in life, it’s not because he is kind, affable, trustworthy, but because he is 
making pots of money and he is rolling in it. People see him as someone who has succeed in life, 
because he is very wealthy and powerful, he has a nice house and a nice car, he is a senior executive 
in a big company, but they don’t judge him much for his kindness, they seem to not care for his 
kindness with homeless people for instance, or they do not pay attention on his faithfulness to his 
boss, remaining in the company and declining offers with higher wages. These days when a person 
see a dosser, he will immediately glare at him, seeing him as an alcoholic, failing in his life although he 
may be the nicest person in the world and he just has no luck in his life. Whereas someone in a suit, 
well-dressed and good-looking, we would have a definitely good approach towards him. Our society 
make us giving importance to superficial things and not to the true face, nature of someone. 
 

Key to colour coding: 

Task achievement /  
Task response Expressions highlighted in red have task response errors. 

Coherence and cohesion Expressions highlighted in pink have cohesion errors. 
Expressions highlighted in grey have coherence errors. 

Lexical resource Expressions highlighted in blue have vocabulary errors. 

Grammatical range and accuracy Expressions highlighted in yellow have grammar errors. 

Good work Expressions highlighted in green are good and you should 
keep using things like this. 

 
 
 
 
  



Initial Assessment Feedback 
 
Task 1 
 

Assessment area Assessment criteria Feedback on your work 

Task Achievement - addresses the requirements of 
task 
- presents an overview with 
information appropriately selected 
(6) 

This is around the 6 level.  However, you 
could have expanded some details more, 
and drawn more comparisons and 
contracts. 

Coherence and 
Cohesion 

- arranges information and ideas 
coherently and there is a clear 
overall progression 
- uses cohesive devices effectively, 
but cohesion within and/or between 
sentences may be faulty or 
mechanical 
- may not always use referencing 
clearly or appropriately  (6) 

The problem here is you haven’t used 
any paragraphing.  This makes it very 
difficult to read and for your ideas to 
develop.  Make sure you leave a line 
between ideas.  Don’t forget to introduce 
the graphs before you start describing 
them. 
 
Your referencing is also a bit confusing 
at times.  Some sentences are very 
short.  So you need to build them to flow 
more easily, and this will make it easier 
to read. 

Lexical Resource   - uses a sufficient range of 
vocabulary to allow some flexibility 
and precision 
 - uses less common lexical items 
with some awareness of style and 
collocation 
 - may produce occasional errors in 
word choice, spelling and/or word 
formation (7) 
 

You have tried to use some nice 
language, which is good. 
 
But because there are some mistakes, it 
would be nearer 6.5 than 7. 

Grammatical Range and 
Accuracy 

- uses a mix of simple and complex 
sentence forms (6) 
 
- may make frequent grammatical 
errors and punctuation may be 
faulty; errors can cause some 
difficulty for the reader (5) 

It’s the grammar really that is your weak 
point here.  It’s nearer 5.5 / 6 at this 
stage, because there are frequent errors. 

Overall Your task 1 is quite good.  You’ve picked out the key features.  You need to 
now work on arranging your ideas logically in paragraphs, and making strong 
comparisons and contracts.  The most important thing is to work on your 
grammar. 
 
See key for information about sections highlighted above. 

 
 
 
 
 



Task 2 
 
 

Assessment area Assessment criteria Feedback on your work 

Task Response - addresses all parts of the task although 
some parts may be 
more fully covered than others 
- presents a relevant position although the 
conclusions may 
become unclear or repetitive 
- presents relevant main ideas but some 
may be inadequately developed/unclear 

Here, it seems you are a solid 6.   

Coherence and 
Cohesion 

- presents information with some 
organisation but there may be a lack of 
overall progression 
- may not write in paragraphs, or 
paragraphing may be inadequate (5) 

Because you have not used 
paragraphs, your score here 
would drop right down to a 5.  
 
There’s also no real conclusion, 
which makes it difficult to feel a 
progression. 

Lexical Resource  - uses an adequate range of vocabulary for 
the task 
- attempts to use less common vocabulary 
but with some inaccuracy 
- makes some errors in spelling and/or 
word formation, but they do not impede 
communication (6) 

Again, this would be around a 6.   
 
You have used a lot of informal 
language that is not appropriate 
for an academic essay. 

Grammatical Range and 
Accuracy 

- uses a mix of simple and complex 
sentence forms 
- makes some errors in grammar and 
punctuation but they rarely reduce 
communication (6) 

Again, this would be a 6. 

 
 
 
General tips:   
 
To boost your score work on: 
 
- fixing the grammar errors 
- improve your punctuation 
- build your collocations 
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